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We provide a measure for the algebraic independence of some special values of 
the Weierstrass elliptic function with complex multiplication and algebraic 
invariants. Specitically, suppose +I(:) is such an elliptic function, u is a nontorsion 
algebraic point for SJ(;), and p is an algebraic number which is cubic over the field 
of multiplications of t,>(z), We then give the following result: For every E > 0 there 
exists a positive real number I(E) > 0 such that for any nonzero integral polynomial 
P(X, Y), with t(P)=deg P+log height P> r(e), log /P(@(@), i~(fi’u))l > 
--exp(t(P)4+‘). (‘ 1986 Academic Press. Inc 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In transcendental number theory there are, at least, two central yet 
intertwined themes. The first of these involves investigations into the 
arithmetic nature of particular values, e.g., a demonstration that some 
classical constant is transcendental or that several special values of a 
classical function are algebraically independent. The second theme con- 
siders the diophantine, or approximation, properties of these values. This 
involves providing a quantitative measure for the transcendence of a par- 
ticular value, or for the algebraic independence of several values. In this 
paper we provide a quantitative result on the algebraic independence of 
some special values of elliptic functions with complex multiplication and 
algebraic invariants. 
In 1949, Gelfond [7] showed that for ~1, p algebraic, with c1 #O, 1 and /I 
cubic, the numbers LYO and tlB2 are algebraically independent. A quantitative 
version of this result was given in the following year by Gelfond and 
Feldman [9]. To state their result we recall that if P is a polynomial in one 
* Current address: Department of Mathematics, R.L.M. 8-100, University of Texas, Austin, 
Texas 78712. 
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or several variables the height of P (Ht(P)) is defined to be the maximum 
absolute value of its coefficients. We also use the notation deg(P) to denote 
the maximum partial degree of P. In this notation Gelfond and Feldman 
proved: 
For every E > 0 there exists a real number T(E) > 0 such that for every 
nonzero polynomial P(X, Y) over Z with 
T(P) = deg P + log( Ht( P)) 
satisfying T(P) > T(E), we have the lower bound 
log 1 P(c8, cF)l > -exp( r( P)4 + ‘:). (1) 
Several authors have improved the lower bound given in (1) notably, 
Brownawell [2], who derived a lower bound of the form 
-exp(deg(P)3T(P)‘f”) as a special case of a more general result, and, 
Chudnovsky [S], who derived the lower bound -exp(T(P)*+“). 
In 1980, Masser and Wiistholz [ 131 provided a partial elliptic analogue 
to Gelfond’s original result. They showed, among other things, that if p(z) 
is a Weierstrass elliptic function with algebraic invariants and complex 
multiplication a suitable version of Gelfond’s independence result can be 
given. Specifically, if u is a complex number such that @3(u) is defined and 
algebraic, and if /I is an algebraic number which is cubic over the field of 
multiplications of ~G(z), then ~(flu) and $J(~‘u) are defined and are 
algebraically independent. Their proof depended on an estimate for the 
number of zeros of a particular meromorphic function, which they 
established through an application of commutative algebra. This approach 
was intiated by Nesterenko [16], developed in a fruitful manner by 
Brownawell and Masser [4], and then extended by Masser and Wiistholz 
in their papers [ 13-151. 
The main result of this paper is the following quantitative version of 
Masser and Wiistholz’s result. 
THEOREM. Let m(z) denote a Weierstrass elliptic function with complex 
multiplication and algebraic invariants. Suppose that u is a nontorsion 
algebraic point for p(z) and that b’ is cubic over the field of multiplications of 
p(z). Then for every E > 0 there exists a real number T(E) > 0 such that for 
every nonzero integral polynomial P(X, Y) with T(P) > T(E) we have 
1% IpMPu), k3(P2u)h > -ev(T(P)4+“). 
Finally, I would like to thank David Masser and the referee for their 
helpful comments on a earlier version of this paper, and Dale Brownawell 
for our many enlightening conversations on this and other topics. 
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II. PRELIMINARIES 
Our basic objects of study are values of elliptic functions with complex 
multiplication and algebraic invariants. Central among these functions is 
the Weierstrass elliptic function p(z), which is doubly periodic with the lat- 
tice of periods Q = wi Z + o,Z. p(z) is said to have complex multiplication 
if z = 01/02 is imaginary quadratic. In that case the complex numbers 
(multiplications) m such that mS2 E Q form an order 0 in the ring of 
integers of Q(r). As such 0 = Z + PZ for some multiplication p. For any 
nonnegative real number S, we define a subset of 13 by 
We also let K, = Q(z). K, is called the field of multiplications for p(z). 
Throughout this paper we will assume not only that the invariants of 
p(z), g, and g,, are algebraic, but that g,/4, g,/4 are algebraic integers. 
With this assumption we lose no generality thanks to the homogeneity 
properties relating the functions ~(lz : IQ) and @(z : Q), and the 
relationship between their invariants L2kgk(X2) = g,JQ) for k = 2, 3. 
Further, to avoid complications with lattice points, we work with the 
normalized elliptic function p(z) = @(z + (oi/2)), which is analytic at z E Sz. 
We prove the theorem with p(z) replaced by p(z), which will imply our 
stated result since the addition formula for p(z) yields 
p(z) =el m(z) + (6 + e2ed 
6+)-e, ’ 
where e, = @(c0i/2), e2 = @((0,/2), and e3 = @((wl + w2)/2) are algebraic. 
Our proof depends on information regarding the diophantine nature of 
each of the values U, flu, and p2u, as well as p(z) evaluated at these points. 
The most basic of these is a transcendence measure for p(/?u). We have 
derived such a measure for a larger class of values and record this measure 
as our first lemma. The constant C, appearing in this lemma and the later 
constants C,, C2,..., are all positive and depend effectively on U, 8, and 
P(Z). 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that p(z) is the normalized elliptic function as above 
with complex multiplication and algebraic invariants, and that u is a nontor- 
sion algebraic point for p(z). Then for any algebraic number fi 4 K, there 
exists a positive constant CO such that for any nonzero integral polynomial 
P(X) with d = deg P and T= T(P), 
Ip(~(Bu))l> exp( - W2T2Uog V4). 
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ProoJ See [17]. 
Remark. The proof of Lemma 1 also provides a lower bound on the 
modulus of a certain class of polynomials with coefficients in 
L = K,(g*, g3, P(U)? P’( 11 u e,, e2, e3) when evaluated at p(/Iu). For a 
polynomial P in one or several variables with coefficients a,,..., ad in L we 
define the L-height of P, ht(P), by 
ht(P)=~logmax(l, larlv). I P 
where the sum is over all normalized valuations v of L. Then if P(X) is 
nonconstant, manic, and irreducible over L with coefficients in L, the proof 
of Lemma 1 offers the lower bound: 
log IP(p(Bu))l > -c, d2t2(log t)4, 
where d=deg(P) and t=t(P)=d+ht(P). 
We also need diophantine information on the nature of the elliptic 
logarithms of algebraic points on an elliptic curve with complex mul- 
tiplication. This information is provided by the following elliptic analogue 
to Baker’s lower bound on a linear form in the logarithms of algebraic 
numbers. Work in this direction due to Masser [12] would have sufficed, 
however, the result we give follows from the work of Coates and Lang [6]. 
LEMMA 2. Let E be an elliptic curve with complex multiplication and 
exponential map p(z). Suppose PI ,..., p,, are algebraic numbers and u1 ,..., u, 
are algebraic points for p(z). Put A = 8, u, -I . . ’ + j?,,u, and assume A # 0. 
Then for each A> 8n + 6 there exists a positive constant c (depending on 
UI >..., u,, the degrees of B, ,..., /?,, and A) such that /A( > c exp( -(log H)‘), 
where H=max,,iXn ht(/J;). . . 
Proof. See theorem, p. 129, [6]. 
In this paper we use the following immediate consequence of Lemma 2. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose fi is cubic over K,, u is a nontorsion algebraic point 
for p(z) and oL, 02, o3 are multiplications contained in Lo(S). Then there 
exists a positive constant C, such that 
Il(~l+~2P+~3P2Ml >C2exp(-(logS)23)y 
where 11’ /I denotes the distance to the nearest lattice point. 
In this paper we prove the theorem stated in Section I by showing that 
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there exists t(~) > 0 such that for every polynomial Q(X, Y) irreducible over 
L with coefficients in L and t(Q) > Z(E) the lower bound 
1% IQ(PWL ~(P’u))l> -exp(t(Q)4’“) 
holds. It then follows that there exists a constant C(E) 2 1, depending on 
U, /?, p(z), and E, with 
log IQ(P(PuL ~(P’u))l > -4&l exp(t(Q)“‘“) 
for every polynomial Q irreducible over L. 
From this we deduce the general case. For Q(X Y) with integral coef- 
ficients we have a factorization Q(X, Y) = nf=, Qi(X, Y) into polynomials 
Qi which are irreducible over L. By the theory of polynomial heights 
II;;; t(Qi) 4+s < CT(Q)“+“, where C is positive and depends only on L. 
log IQ(P(Pu), P(B*u))I~ i: 1% lQi(~@u)> P(P*~)I 
i= 1 
2 -C,C(E) exp(T(Q)4f’) 2 -exp(T(Q)4f2E), 
provided T(Q) is suffkiently large, which is equivalent to the statement of 
the theorem. 
As is typical in transcendence theory we begin by assuming the contrary 
of our theorem. That is, we assume that there exists an E > 0 such that for 
any choice of t(F) >O there exists a nonzero polynomial Q(X, Y) 
irreducible over L with coeffkients in L, and t(Q) > t(E) satisfying 
log lQ(~(Puh p(B’u))l d -exp(GQ)4f”). (3) 
The assumption (3) allows us to derive the following lemma which guaran- 
tees the existence of a good approximation to 0% satisfying additional 
approximation properties. In this lemma, as in the remainder of this paper, 
d= deg(Q) and t = t(Q). 
LEMMA 4. With u and /I as above, if (3 ) holds then there exists a complex 
number 8 satisfying: 
(i) Q( P(Bu), ~(0)) = 0, 
(ii) log max{ Ip(fl’u)- p(O)l, Ip’(p’u)-p’(O)/ I< -exp(t4+@“‘), 
(iii) log II/?% - 811 < -exp(t4+“/*)), 
(iv) u, /k, and 0 are K,-linearly independent, 
provided t(E) is large enough. 
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Proof. Q( p(j?u), Y) factors over the algebraic closure of L( p(/?u)) in @ 
as 
QMPu), Y) = g(p(Pu)) fi (Y- riL 
;= I 
where g(X) is a nonzero polynomial over L with deg( g) < d and ht( g) 6 t. 
We apply the remark following Lemma 1 to obtain a lower bound on 
I g(p(Bu))l by factoring g(X) as 
g(X) = a fi g,m 
i= I 
with a EL satisfying log /aI <t; each polynomial g,(x) is nonconstant, 
manic, and irreducible over L with coefficients in L. If we let d, = deg( gi) 
and ti = t( gi) we then have 
log ) gi( p(flU))l >, -Cl dFtf(lOg ti)4. 
From the usual estimates for the degrees and heights of polynomials we 
deduce: 
1% I d&h))1 >, -C, i #(log ti)4 + log (a( 3 -C, d2t2(log t)4. 
i= 1 
This estimate along with our assumption (3) implies that e > 0; and, 
combining this estimate, (3) and the factorization of Q( JJ(/?u), Y) we 
deduce that 
min log 1 p(j2u) - r,] < -exp( t4 + (9i’o)E). 
l<i<e 
Let r denote the value ri which gives this minimum, and choose a in a fun- 
damental parallelogram of M such that p(a) = r. 
It then follows that for t(E) large enough 
log I@(B”u) - @(cI)( < -exp(t4+(8’10)E). 
Then the sigma expansion 
64/?2~) - @(a) = - 
a(pz.4 + a) o(p2u - CI) 
02(p2u) cJ2(cc) ’ 
together with the product representation for the sigma function yields: 
logmin{ llf12u+all, ll/J’z4--c(~I} < -exp(t4+(““)“). 
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Given this estimate choose % = tl or 8 = -~1, whichever is closest to /j2u 
modulo the lattice of periods. With this choice of 8 (i), (ii), and (iii) hold. 
Let 8’ = 8 + 0,; 8’ also satisfies (i), (ii), and (iii). Additionally, one of 8 
or 8’ satisfies (iv). If not, then there exist er, (r2, o3 (resp. cr;, o;, a;) in K,, 
not all zero, with 
o,u+a,~u+a,%=O (resp.e;u+a&+cr;%= -f&o,). 
Since u is nonzero e3 # 0 and o; # 0. Therefore we use the two linear forms 
to eliminate 8 and obtain a &-linear dependence between U, flu, and or. 
However, w,/u is transcendental, thus such a dependence is impossible. 
Hence one of 8 or 8’ satisfies all of the conclusions of the lemma; and, 
without ambiguity we denote this number by %. 
We now make one further reduction in that we assume that the minimal 
polynomial of /I over Co has leading coefficient 1. One can show that we lose 
no generately under this assumption if we let n denote the K,-denominator 
of /I and consider the polynomial expressions which hold identically 
between the functions P(Z) and p(nz), and between the functions p(z) and 
p(n2z). Elementary elimination theory then shows that a measure for the 
algebraic independence of p(nbu) and p(n’P2u) implies a similar measure 
for the algebraic independence of p(@) and p(f12u). We omit these details. 
The last result of this section is a multiplicity estimate for homogeneous 
polynomials evaluated on a finite subset of a finitely generated subgroup of 
a group variety. This lemma, along with several related results, was 
announced by Masser and Wtistholz in [ 141. Before stating their result we 
describe the basic set up. 
We let C(Z) denote the Weierstrass sigma function and put 
h(z)=03 z+? ) ( ) f(z) = h(z)p(=), g(z) =h(z) p’(z). 
The projective coordinates 
(Nzh f(z), g(z)) (4) 
then parametrize an elliptic curve E in P2. The product of n such elliptic 
curves 
G=E 
is a group variety contained in (P2)n. 
The Segre mapping gives an embedding of G into P, with N = 3” - 1. 
We give this embedding explicitly. If 
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are the projective coordinates of a point in (P,)“, then the Segre mapping 
Y: (P,)” -+ P, (5) 
takes this point to the point in P, with projective coordinates 
where each Y, is a product t, x ... x t,, with each t,E { toi, rli, <,;}. 
Similarly, we have a correspondence between polynomials in elliptic 
functions and homogeneous polynomials. Let 
xOi9 xii, xZi (1 <i<fl) 
denote the variables of the ith copy of E; and let 
x0, x, ,..., x, 
denote the homogeneous variables of P,. For any polynomial in several 
elliptic functions of total degree at most D 
P(P(Zl), P’(-“lL, P(Z,L P’(Z,)L 
we consider the associated homogeneous polynomial 
el G2 . ..x.qtp $$!++? )...) x’x . 
( 
Xl, x2, 
01 01 02 02 on On ) 
(6) 
With the Segre embedding (5) defined as above, the polynomial (6) can be 
expressed as a homogeneous polynomial of degree D in the homogeneous 
variables X0, X, ,..., X,. 
kence when a homogeneous polynomial in the projective coordinates of 
P,,,, coming from a polynomial (6), is evaluated at a point in P, with 
n;=, toi #O, then we can return to evaluation at a point in (P2)n. We 
come back to this translation in Section IV. 
Suppose f is a finitely generated subgroup of G with rank 1. For each 
integer r, 1 < r d n, following [ 141 we define an integer pr as follows. Let p, 
equal the minimum corank (in ZJ of any subgroup of r which is contained 
in an algebraic subgroup of G of codimension r. In the case where G has no 
algebraic subgroups of codimension r, we let p, = 1. These integers appear 
as exponents in Lemma 5. 
If r has generators A,,..., h,, for any nonnegative integer S we define a 
subset of r by 
T(S) = {n,h, + ... +n,h,:O<ni<S} (7) 
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We will define the order of vanishing of a homogeneous polynomial 
P(X*,..., X,) at a point of T(S). 
Let pi,..,, z-n denote coordinates of 7’(G), the tangent space of G at its 
identity element. Then the exponential map 
exp,: T(G) -+ Y(G) c P, 
is given by holomorphic functions 
.fOb L )..., &),*..,fN(Z, f..., zn). (8) 
These functions can be given explicitly in terms of the projective coor- 
dinates (4) of the copies of E and the Segre mapping (5), just as the projec- 
tive variables X0,..., X, were given in terms of the variables Xoi, Xlr, XZi for 
1 <iin. 
Let 
be a one-parameter subgroup of G; and identify the tangent space of #(@) 
at the identity element of G with C. 
Then there exists an injective linear map 
L: C -3 T(G) 
such that q+ factors through T(G) 
For a homogeneous polynomial P(X,, X1,..., X,) we now define the 
order of vanishing of P at a point in G, along #. For gg G such that there 
exists z E T(G) with exp,(z) = g and fO(z) # 0, we consider the function: 
fi Jy(i)=P 1, foi;+L~5)),...,~~~+L(i)) 
i 
. 
0 i 
Then the order of vanishing of P at g along 4 is defined as: 
a, if x(i) z 0; 
ord, P = d ’ 
max r z { 0 
x(O) = 0, for all t < T , otherwise. 
In this setting Masser and Wiistholz have established the following mul- 
tiplicity estimate. 
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LEMMA 5. There exists a constant C, depending only on G with the 
following property. Suppose that for some real S> 0, f,,(exp-‘(y)) # 0 for 
any y E T(S) and that for some T 2 1 there exists a homogeneous polynomial 
P of degree at most D which vanishes to order at least T at every point in 
T(S). Then if 
s p’ 
T- 
o 
3CGDr (16r<n) 
n 
s pr 
0 
- >CaDr-I (I 6r<n) 
n 
it ,follows that P vanishes on all of y + 1+4(c) for some y E r. 
Proof See [19]. For a preliminary announcement see Theorem A, 
p. 514, [14]. 
We apply Lemma 5 in Section IV. 
III. THE AUXILIARY POLYNOMIALS 
In this section we consider a family of meromorphic functions with 
prescribed zeros of at least a certain multiplicity. Each function is a 
polynomial, with estimates for its degree and height, composed with elliptic 
functions. Furthermore, these functions take on values in the algebraic 
closure of L( p@), p(/?‘u)) in C which have a small modulus, measured in 
terms of the degree and L-height of the polynomial. These small values are 
examined following the reduction of the transcendence basis through the 
substitution of 0 for b’u. 
Our family of meromorphic functions is parametrized by the integers in a 
certain interval. To describe this interval, we define the integers DO = 
[exp(t4+‘c/4) )] and D, = [exp(t4+(E’3) )], where, as before, t = t(Q) with Q 
being the polynomial in (3). We take c to be a large constant and for each 
integer D, with DO d D < D,, we define parameters S and K by 
S= [D”4(log D)“‘] and K= [c-‘D3’*(log D))““]. (10) 
These parameters, and the relationship between them and our assumption 
that (3) holds, play a central role in our proof. 
We return to the situation of /I cubic over K, and u a nontorsion 
algebraic point for p(z). The set of points at which we prescribe the zeros 
of our meromorphic function is defined as a subset of the set P: 
f”= {a,u+a,j3~4+a,~~u) oiEOi, i= 1,2,3}. (11) 
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To be precise, we consider the subset of f”, T”(S), defined by 
F(S)= {a,u+a,pu+a,~2U 1 a,Eo(S), i= 1,2,3]. (12) 
We remark that there exists a constant C5 such that for y E P(S) there 
exist multiplications G~,[E O(C,S) (1 <j< 3, 1 < I< 3) with 
P”-‘y = Oj,lU + Oj,$U + 0,,3P2U (1 <j<3). 
(The multiplications aj,, are determined by the action of multiplication 
by /P’ on the elements of P.) With this in mind we can now give the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 6. Suppose D, S, and K are as above. Then there exists a nonzero 
polynomial 
(13) 
(where the sum is over all i = (i, , i,, i3) with each i, satisfying 0 ,< i, < D) with 
ai E &[x2, x,], without a nonconstant common factor, with t(a,) < C, DS2, 
such that the function 
Q(z) = P( P(Z), PW), P(P24) (14) 
satisfies 
@(k’(y)=0 for all YEF(S) and all k, O<k<K. 
ProoJ: The construction of auxiliary functions is standard and therefore 
we include only an outline of the construction of P. The procedure we 
follow is to construct a system of equations, with unknowns ai, which 
mimic the condition that Q’“‘(y) =O for y E Y’(S) and O< k < K. 
Throughout this proof all implied constants are positive and depend at 
most on p(z), U, and p. 
For each y E f”(S) we use the multiplications o~,,E 0(C5S) as above to 
define the function 
Q,(z) = 1 ai fi pi’ ( i oi,,p”- ‘1) 
i j=l I= 1 
which satisfies Q,(u) = Q(y). By applying the addition formulae for p(z) we 
can express each expression p(CT= r oj,,/? ‘z) as a rational function in 
Ptaj,lP’- lz ) and ~‘(a~,~/? ‘z), with a denominator which does not vanish 
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at z = U. Multiplying by these denominators to the appropriate powers 
yields functions 
@ytz) = C aiPi(.*.9 P(“j,,P’p ‘z), P’(aj,t8’- ‘z),...)j= 1,2.3./= 1.2.33 
where O,(U) = 0 if and only if G(y) = 0. The polynomials P, have coef- 
ficients in Z[ g,/4, g,/4], and t(P,)+D. 
By the Anderson-Baker-Coates lemma (e.g., [ 18, Lemma 6.2.3, p. 6.63) 
for each k, 0 <k 6 K, there are polynomials Gff,(x,,..., x6) such that the 
polynomial Q:(x, ,.,., x6) = xi Glf,(Z, ,..., x6) vanishes at x,= p(/I- ‘u), 
x,+~ = p’(B’-‘u), for I= 1, 2, 3, if and only if @(‘)(;I) =O. We also know 
that f(Gky) < DS2, G& is linear in .x4, x5,x6, and that the coefficients of 
each G$‘lie in Lo [ g,/4, g,/4]. 
By the ThueeSiegel lemma we solve the system of equations (formally) 
Q;(pW, ~2, x3, P’(U), x5, X6) = 0 for OdkdKand YEP(S), 
and obtain a solution a,~ OL[xZ, x3] with t(a,)<DS’. By [S, Lemma 2, 
p. 1351, we may assume that the polynomials ai have no nonconstant com- 
mon factor. Evaluation of each ai at x, = p(fl’- ‘u) for I== 2, 3 yields the 
desired function. 
Furthermore, j@‘k’(y)(t for each y E P(S), can be majorized for k over a 
slightly larger interval. Specifically, Cauchy’s integral formula and 
Schwarz’s Lemma applied to the function 
Q(z) = fi h(p’- ‘z)D. Q(z) 
/= I 
on circles of radii r = C, S and R = C, S2, yields 
log Is2ck’(y)l d -C 8 D3 log D, 
for all y E T”(S) and 0 6 k < CG 3’K, provided that we take t(s) large 
enough. 
The lower bound in Lemma 3 together with the estimate for the sigma 
function of [ 12, Lemma 7.1, p. 781 and the usual estimate for the binomial 
coefficients implies 
log IcD’“‘(y)I < -C, D3 log D for YEP(S) and OQkbC,3’K. (15) 
We retain the notation of Lemma 6 for our afhne variables x1 ,..., .x6. Our 
goal is to use the estimate (15) and Lemma 5 (in the proper setting) to 
obtain a nonzero polynomial P, E &. [p(u), p’(u)] [x2, x3, x5, x6] with 
t(PD) + DS’; and, letting 5 = (p(&), p(0), p’(pu), p’(8)), which satisfies 
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P,(5) # 0 and log IPD(4)/ << -D’ log D, where the implied constants 
depend at most on U, p, and p(z). 
As a first step towards reaching our goal, we associate with the auxiliary 
polynomial P(.x,, .yZ, x,), (13) the polynomial P which is obtained from P 
by substituting 8 for fl’u in each coefficient a, of P. In Lemma 6 we have 
taken the coefficients a, without any common factors, therefore P is not 
identically zero. We let G(Z) denote the function (14) associated with P. 
Further, we let Sck)(y)* denote the value obtained by evaluation of P’(Z) 
at -7 = y followed by substitution of 8 for /?‘u in each argument of the 
function. Our aim is to show that one of the values G’“‘(y)* is nonzero 
with y and k as in (15), and to estimate its modulus. 
However, we must first show that each expression $‘k’(y)* is finite with 
y and k as in (15). To prove this, we use the following lemma which is a 
simple consequence of Lemma 3 and our choice of 8. 
LEMMA 7. Choose D in the interval [D,, D1], with D, and D, as above; 
and fix any positive real number K. For t(E) large enough, if 0, E &(tiS), for 
i = 1, 2, 3, are not all zero, then 
Proof. If there were such an expression in Q, then apply Lemma 3 to 
obtain an inequality, 
C, exp( - (log tiS)‘3) d 110, u + a,pu + a3B2ull d 1cr3j IIfl’u- 811. 
Recalling our choice of 0 and that t > t(c) we deduce 
C,,(log KLS)‘~ 3 exp( t(tz)4 + ci:rz)). 
which cannot hold provided t(e) is large enough. 
Following the substitution j?‘u -+ 0, each of the arguments of go in 
@k’(y)* becomes an expression of the form a,u+0~@+a~8+ (0,/2), 
with each oi in L’I(C,S). Then if t(s) is taken to be large enough, none of 
the substituted values will lie in the period lattice, and gck’(y)* is defined. 
If Gck’(y)* is nonzero, then an application of the addition and mul- 
tiplication formulae for p(z) allows us to express this value as 
G(k)(y)* = QI(P(@, P’(B)) 
PAP(Q), ~‘(0))’ 
(16) 
where Qi and Q2 are nonzero and relatively prime polynomials. Further, 
for i= 1, 2, t(Q,) < C,, D312(log D)‘j4, Qi is at most linear in p’(O), and each 
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coefficient of Qi is a polynomial expression in OL [p(u), p’(u), 
p(pu), p’(@)] with degree + L-height at most C,, D3j2(log D)‘14, which is 
at most linear in p’(u) and p’(/?u). 
If 
lois lQ,(~(e), p’(e))1 < - +C, D3 log D (17) 
then Q2 plays the role of P, as above and we proceed to Section V.2. 
If, on the other hand, (17) does not hold for Q2, we show that a similar 
estimate holds for Q, , possibly with a different constant. This deduction 
depends on a majorization of I$‘k’(r)*l, which we obtain by considering 
the inequality 
pj~yr)- gqY)*l 6 I@‘%)I + 1 
lQ,(~(e), P’(~))I 
. A, 
where 
A =~q: { lQi(P(~), P’(B))- Qi(P(B2u), P’(B’u))I >. 
Here we have used the fact that Qck’(y) equals the rational expression in 
(16) with 8 replaced by b’u. 
By our choice of 8 and the information we have regarding Qi and Q2 we 
deduce the estimate log IAl < -jexp(t4+(E’2)), provided t(s) is large 
enough. This leads to the estimate 
log (@k)(y)*( < -C,3 D3 log D. (18) 
Given the nature of the polynomial Q,, we have 
log lQz(~(@, p’(@)l < C14 D”‘(log D)“‘. (19) 
Then combining (16), (18), and (19) we obtain 
log lQ,(AQ,> $(@))I < -Cl, D3 1% D. 
V. CONCLUSION OF THE PROOF 
The first part of this section is devoted to producing the nonzero value 
for g(z) as required above. In the second part, we use elimination theory 
and an idea developed by Brownawell in [2] to obtain a polynomial which 
contradicts the transcendence measure for p(Bu) given by Lemma 1. 
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1. The Nonzero Value 
To apply Lemma 5 we examine the values of the meromorphic function 
6(z) on P(S) as the values of a homogeneous polynomial evaluated on a 
finite subset of a finitely generated subgroup of G. Here we take 
G=E’. 
where each elliptic curve E is given by the projective coordinates (4); and G 
is embedded into P,, by the Segre mapping (5). 
Assuming that /3’ = a/I’ + b/I + c (a, h, c E 0) we begin with the elements 
h, = (u, Pu, P’4, 
h, = (flu, P2u, cu + bflu + ap*u), 
h3 = (fi*u, cu + b/?u + afl*u, acu + (ab + c)flu + (a’ + b)fl*u), 
of T(G). These are defined such that for y = c~ru + a2flu + a3fi2u in P and 
an auxiliary polynomial P in C[X,,,..., X2& the homogeneous version (6) 
of P in the variables X0,..., X,, evaiuated at exp,(a, h, f 02h2 + o,h,) 
equals the value Q(y), where Q(z) is the associated function of P as in (14). 
To introduce the 8 substitution, for i= 1, 2, 3, let h* denote hi with 0 
substituted for fl”u throughout. We then have that Q(y)* equals P 
evaluated at exp,(o,h: + a2hT + c3hT). Define the subgroup f of G by 
f = 0 exp,(hT) + Cl exp,(hT) + 0 exp,(h:). 
To apply Lemma 5 with the subgroup f of G as above, we need to 
calculate the exponents p, for r = 1, 2, 3. This calculation is given in 
LEMMA 8. With G and r as above, we have the estimates p, > 2 and 
~2=~3=6. 
Proof We first show that the Z-rank of r is 6. For g = 6, exp,(hT) + 
g2 exp,(h:) + cr3 exp,(h:) in r, the matrix expressing the T(G)-components 
of g in terms of U, /Iu, and 6 has determinant 
This determinant is non-zero unless c1 = oz = o3 = 0. Hence the Z-rank of 
I- is 6. 
Let rri denote the projection from G to its ith factor. Suppose f contains 
a subgroup of corank less than 6 which is contained in an algebraic sub- 
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group H of G of codimension 3 (resp. 2). Then by [ 14, Lemma 11, p. 5 121, 
Y(H)= {(t,, t2, t3)E03: ti7~,(h)+ t27c2(h)+ t3rr3(h)=0for all hEH}, 
is an Co-module with rank at least 3 (resp. 2). 
Choose two O-linearly independent elements tl and t, of Y(H), and 
choose g = o1 exp,(h:) + (TV exp,(h:) + g3 exp,(h:), ol, (TV, (TV not all 
zero, in the subgroup of r which is contained in H. Then we obtain two 
relations t i (g) = 0 and t2( g) = 0, which yield two forms 
a,,u+a,~~U+c7,3~EQ and CJ2,U+Oz,~U+O,38EQ. (20) 
The matrix expressing (a,, , gjzr ojJ) in terms of the coordinates of tie o3 
has determinant equal to the norm above, which is nonzero by our choice 
of g. Therefore (o,,, g,2, (T,~) and (a,,, (Tag, CJ?~) are IQ-linearly indepen- 
dent. Hence, we can eliminate 0 from the forms (20) and obtain a non- 
trivial K,-linear dependence between U, /?u, and some period 01 E Q. This is 
impossible since w/u is transcendental. 
Therefore, we have shown that p3 = 6 (resp. pz = 6). 
If p, 6 2 then r contains a subgroup of Z-rank at least 4 which is 
annihilated by some nonzero t = (t,, t2, t3) E 03. If we take 
g, = al” exp,(h,*) + ai” exp,(hT) + fly’ exp,(hf ) 
for j= 1,2, with g, and g, O-linearly independent, then we obtain two 
relations t( g,) = 0 and t( g2) = 0, which implies the existence of two 
expressions as in (20). The matrix expressing (o,, , ci2, gi3) in terms of 
(a\“, a$“, g$“) (resp. (az,, crzz, az3) in terms of (0(1~‘, cri2), c$“))) has deter- 
minant 
N K,(,wG(fl + Pf2 + P2t3) # 0. 
Therefore, we may eliminate 8 from the expressions (20). As before, this 
leads to a contradiction. Therefore p1 > 2. 
We now define the one-parameter subgroup 4: C -+ G by 
4(--l = (h(z), f(z), g(z), Wz), f(Bz), gm1, Wz), f(B2z), s(B2-,)); (21) 
4(C) is Zariski dense in G. If not then H= 4(C) (the Zariski closure) is a 
proper algebraic subgroup of G, and therefore F(H) # 0. Then there exists 
a nontrivial (t,, t,, t,)~0~ with 
t,z+t2pz+t3p2zEQ 
for all z. For z sufficiently small this is impossible, since Q is discrete. 
Therefore d(C) = G. 
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We are now in a position to apply Lemma 5 to obtain the necessary 
nonzero value. We observe that the homogeneous version of our sub- 
stituted auxiliary polynomial Ph does not vanish on 1’ + d(C) for any 7 in r. 
Since 4(C) is dense in G then so is y + 4(C); therefore, if Ph vanishes on 
y + d(C) then it vanishes on all of G. Dehomogenizing, we obtain 
identically in z, , z2, r3, which is clearly impossible. 
If we specify fO(z) in (8) as ,f&z) = h(z,)...h(z,) then Lemma 7 implies 
that for y E T(S) we have fO(exp I(y)) # 0. Let T be a lower bound for the 
order of vanishing of Ph at each point of T(S); then, Lemma 5 together 
with Lemma 8 implies that 
Hence for some y0 E T(S) and some k,, 0 6 k, 6 C,37K, the function x(c), 
defined in (9) satisfies 
x(O) # 0. (22 1 
Yet if we view (22) explicitly we have the following. If exp,(z,, z2, z3) 
= y0 then x(i) can be written as 
x(i) = P(Ph + i), p(r, + Br), P(Z3 + PYh 
here we have translated back from pZ6 to affine coordinates, thanks to 
Lemma 7. 
Choose y, E f”(S) such that exp,(y,, BY I, P’Y I ) goes to Yo 
following the substitution of B for lJ2u. We then have 
cFkyy, )* # 0. 
2. The Last Stage 
Repeating the above argument for each choice of the parameter D, 
Do < D f D,, we have constructed a family of nonzero polynomials P, 
with coefficients in 0&(u), p’(u)], where Pn(t) #O, 5 = (p(/lu), p(B), 
P’VUL p’(e)); and 
(i) 
(ii) 
log IPJ5)1< -C,, D3 log D (23) 
deg,,P, d C,7 D3’“(log D)li4 for 1=2, 3, 
deg,,PD G 1 for I= 5, 6, (24) 
log ht(P,) d C IX D”‘(log D)L’4. 
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We now use P, to produce a nonzero polynomial R,(X) E Z[X] satisfy- 
ing 
G) log I&dp(Pu))l+ --D3 log Q 
(ii) deg R, 4 &3’2(log O)‘j4, (25 
(iii) log ht(R,)$ tD3’*(log D)‘14, 
where d= deg Q and t = r(Q) for Q satisfying (3). 
The variables x5 and x6 are eliminated successively. Since P, is at mos 
linear in x6 we consider the polynomial PD,B = PD(xz,x3, x5, -.x6) and put 
if P,+,( 5) = 0 
otherwise. 
In either case Pb is a polynomial which does not involve x6 and takes on a 
small nonzero value at <. Further, since P,,, satisfies the estimate ( 19) and 
P, satisfies (23) we have 
log lPb(S)l ,< 41, D3 log 1) and f(Pb) d c*() D”‘(log D)‘14. 
Similiarly we eliminate x5 to obtain a polynomial P~(.u2, x3) with 
Pi(t) # 0 which satisfies 
log IP;(Ol < 42, D3 log D and t(PfJ d c,, Dylog J))ii4. 
It is clear from (3) that if we view Q as Q(.Y,, xj) then Q must involve 
x3, for otherwise our assumption (3) violates the conclusion of Lemma I. 
With this in mind we define a new polynomial Y(x~) by 
r(x*f = Res,,(P%~,, -x3), Qh. .x3)) 
if Pi involves .x3 
5 otherwise; 
T(x~) is a nonzero polynomial, since Q is irreducible over L and does not 
divide Pk. Further r( p(j?u)) # 0 and we have the estimates 
(i) log Idp(Bu))l 6 -C,, D3 log 0 
(ii) deg(P) d C,, &P2(log D)‘14, log ht(r) < Czs tD3/*(log D)lj4. 
Taking the relative norm from L(p(/?u)) to Q(p(gu)) and multiplying by 
the denominator of p(u) to the appropriate power we obtain 
R,(X) E H[XJ satisfying the estimates stated in (25), here we have replaced 
the subscripted variable x2 by X. 
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By [S, Lemma VI, p. 1471, R,(X) has a factor which is a power, t,], of 
an irreducible polynomial QD(X) E Z [ X] with 
(i) deg Qg d C,, dD312(log D)“4 
(ii) log ht(Qg) d C,, tD3j2(log D)“4 (26) 
(iii) log ]Qz(p(@))i < -CZR D3 log D. 
Following the structure of proof utilized by Brownawell in [2] we begin 
by showing that the underlying polynomial QJX) is the same for each D 
over our interval. In fact this is elementary. Fix a choice of D, with 
D, < D <D,, and let N = Res,JQg(X), Qs;l,(X)). Then N is an integer 
with log 1 Nj 6 -D3 log D, therefore, N = 0. 
By the elementary properties of the resultant of two polynomials, we 
conclude that Qz and Q’,D:‘, have a common factor; and, since each QD is 
irreducible, Q,, = QD + , for all choices of D. For simplicity, call this 
irreducible polynomial q(X). 
We next estimate Iq( p(@))l by comparing the information available first 
by viewing q(X) as Q,,(X), and then by viewing q(X) as Q,,(X). The idea 
here is that the degree and height are best estimated through the former 
perspective, and Iq(p(fiu))( is best estimated through the latter. 
From (26) we obtain the bounds 
deg q d $ Czg dD$2(log D,)‘14, 
11 
log ht(q) <; C3,tD;‘2(log Do)“4, 
0 
(27) 
and 
log (q(p@))l d -; C3, D:(log 0,). (28) 
nl 
We also have the easy estimates on the exponents: ldCo< 
C26 dD3’2(log D)1’4. 
The estimate for tD, together with (27) and Lemma 1 offers the lower 
bound 
log Iq(dPu))l > --Cot4 Wlw hd5. 
However, (28) implies that 
log Iq(p(fiu))l < -C,z D:‘2(log D, )1’2. 
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These estimates for jq(p(fiu))l yield the inequality 
which cannot hold for t(e) large enough (since t 2 t(e)). Hence (3) cannot 
hold and our proof is complete. 
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